
Weatton roughly comparable to a knot lltsrated by eome new drawing on the 
in a medium which le inextensible, in- pcientlflo pailjppseet, all wfil, j thtpk, 
coeep re settle and continuous. But admit s that oo bold an attempt to‘unify 
whetier this final unification be accept- physical nature excites feelings of the 
ed or not, it to certain that these mon- most acute intellectual gratification, 
ada cannot be considered apart from The satisfaction it gives to alrifesrt 
the ether. It to on their Interaction aesthetic- in its intensity and quality, 
with the ether that their qualities de- We feel the same sert of pleietiraVie 
pend; and without the ether an elec- shock as when, from the crest of some 
trie theory of matter to impossible, melancholy pass; we first see, far be- 
Surely we have here a very extraor- low us, the sudden glories of plain, 
dinary revolution. Two centuries ago river and mountain. Whether this ve- 
slectrtcity seerqed but > scientific toy. bernent sentiment in favor of a simple 
It is now thought by many to constl- universe has any theoretical Juatt'flca- 
tute the reality of which matter is but t,on I will not venture to pronounce, 
the sensible expression. It to but a There is no a priori reason that I know 
century ago that the title of an ether of for expecting that the material 
to a place among the constituents of world should be a modification of a 
the universe was authentically estab- single medium, rather than a compoe- 
llshed. It seems possible now that it lte structure built out of sixty or 
may be the stuff out of which that seventy elementary substances,-eternal 
universe is wholly built. Nor are the and eternally different Why, then, 
collateral Inferences associated with ■hould we feel content With the first 
this view of the physical world less hypothesis, and not with the 
surprising. It used, for example, to be 80 ^ 
thought that mass was an original pro
perty of matter, neither capable of ex
planation nor requiring It; In Its na- Men of science have always been 
ture essentially unchangeable, suffer- costive ,under the multiplication of 
ing neither augmentation nor dimlnu- , *M’ They have eagerly noted 
tlon under the stress of any forces to s*8Tl that the chemical atom was com- 
which it could be subjected; unalter- f?1®***, and that the different chemical 
ably attached to, or identified with, ®lemente had a common origin. Nor, 
each material fragment, howsoever my part> do 1 think that such in- 
much that fragment might vary in its f,tIncts should be ignored. John Mill,

if I remember rightly, was contemptu
ous of those who saw any difficulty in 
accepting the doctrine of “action at a 

THE NEW! THEORY OF MATTER, distance."
"Rut it tha aa™ experiment сяп tell us, bodies doth^ vLws mult he r»^.bse atTPte?’ tually influence each other at a dis- 

not only explicable It Г ної "l888 8 ta”ce. And why should they not? Why 
plained. So far fiim being an attri- Tnrï \° S° behlnd e*perlence ln obedl*

-ь?еЛ„г;„%ГсГеіи^"
between the electrical ™°„M,°o?wht£ Sw'lSIUdJS.”*^?
mailer Ц „1 the ether ,n fc ï

So far from obstinate disbelief ln "action at a dis
tance" that we owe some of the cru
cial discoveries on which both our elec
tric industries and the electric theory 
of matter are ultimately founded; while 
at this very moment physicists, how
ever baffled in the quest for an ex
planation of gravity, refuse altogeth
er to content themselves with the be
lief, so satisfying to Mill, that it is a 
simple and inexplicable property of 
masses acting on each other 
space. These
about the nature of reality deserve, I 
think, more attention than ha» yet 
been given to them. That they exist is 
certain; that they modify the indiffer
ent Impartiality of pure empiricism 
can hardly be denied, 
notion that he who would search out 
the secrets of nature must humbly 
wait on exoerience, obedient to its 
slightest hint, is but partly true. This 
may be his ordinary attitude; but now 
and again It happens that observation 
and experiment are not treated as 
guides to be meekly followed, but as 
witnesses to be broken down in cross-
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employed in searching out the secrets 
of physical reality — for our discoveries 
in this field are the triumphs of but 
yesterday. The blind forces of naturel 
selection, which so admftebfy simulate 
design when they are providing tor a, 
present need, possess no power of pre- 

But the electric theory which we Уі8іоп_ and could never, except by ac- 
have been considering carries us Into cicîent, have endowed mankind, while.' 
a new region altogether. It does not ln the maktng, wlth a physiological or 
confine itself to accounting for the mental outfit adapated to the higher 
secondary qualities by the primary, or physical investigations. 80 far as na
tive behavior of matter ln bulk by the tural science can tell us, every quality 
behavior of matter in atoms; it analy-. of sense or intellect which does not 
zes matter,whether molar or molecular, , help ua to fig.ht, to eat, and to Ming 
(into something which is not matter at I up children, is but a by-prodhict of the 
all. The atom is now no more than the qualities which do. Our Organa >0f 
relatively vast theatre of operations ln sense-perception were not given us for' 
which minute monads perform their j purposes of research ; nor was It to 
orderly evolutions; while the monads aid us in meting out the heavens or, 
themselves are not regarded as units dividing the atom that our powers of’ 
of matter, but as units of electricity; calculation and analysts were evolved 
so that matter is not merely explain- from the rudimentary Snettncts of the 
ed, but is explained away. Now, the animal. It is prase metojr du» to these 
point to which I desire to call atten- circumstances that tile beliefs -of all 
tion is not to be sought in the great mankind about-the material jsunound- 
<Mvergence between matter as thus lngs In which It dwetto are not only 
conceived by the physicist and matter imperfect, but fundamentally wrong, 
as the ordinary man supposes himself; It may seem singular that down to, 
to know it, between matter as it is! say five years ago, our raise has, with- 
perceived and as it really Is, but to і out excep«toe„|tve<r8*0-dlbfi to,* world

of illusions; and that lte illusions or 
those with which we are jhere alone 

about thing! 
gs transcend-

like other- pieces of matter, possessed 
those "primary" qualities supposed to 
be characteristic of all matter. Whether 
found in large masses or small.

THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE.

appearance. Its bulk, its chemical or 
Its physical condition.

So far as observation and
ac-

which they are bathed, 
being unchangeable, it changes, when 

To this ponderable matter he m0Ving at very high speeds, with every 
would (In spite of Rumford) have pro- change in its velocity. Perhaps, how- 
bably added the so-called "lnjponder- ever, the most Impressive alteration In 
able" heat, then often ranked among our picture of the universe required 
the elements, together with the two by these new theories is to be sought 
"electrical fluids" and the corpuscular in a different direction. We have all, 
emanations supposed to constitute I suppose, been interested in the 
light

CAMBRIDGE,-Aug. Z4v—To most off ends to which research is primarily 
the members of the British Jtosooia- directed. If this be so, surely no hap- 
tion the annual meeting to an oecas- pier selection could have been made 
ion of recreation as well as a serious than the quiet courte of this ancient 
business. From this point of view the university. For here, if anywhere, we 
condition' of the weather hasvbeen un- tread the classic ground of physical 
fortunate. It had rained during the discovery. Here, if anywhere, those 
night, end it haa been raining for a who hold that physics is the true Sclen- 
great part of the day. The railway tla Bcientiarum, the root of all the 
trahi» brought ln hundreds of mem- sciences which deal with inanimate 
bers and friends. Locomotion, how- nature, should feel themselves at home, 
ever, was greatly hindered by the wet For- unIesa J am led. astray by too 
weather, especially in the morning and tlal ^ affection for my own university, 
early part of the afternoon, and the there is nowhere to be found, in any 
Guildhall and other places of rendez- comer cf the world, a Spot with which 
roue, which the hospitality of the j hawe been conneoted elther by thelr
municipal and university autb01^ training in youth or by the labors of 
had made available, ware at times thelr maturer years so many men
crowded by sheltering visttoro. No nent ae the oritrtnatore r>f nлWi«standing this mrn^rary draw- -fnlitf£ p^lc^co^tions I tay 
back, there was every indication that n thl f n . *
this, the seventy-fourth meeting of the ot B*°°n’ the eloquent
association, will be succesetul alike- h73™ „ ?arwIn'
in attendance and in popular and scl- ,^Lect t^ „ n„b 0'^: for ™y 
entifle interest. Thepeopieot Cam-t^tf t^to enotQ t^ contrtbu-

growth of scientific knowledge, 
concerned rather with the illustrious 
line of physicists who have .learned or 
taughti within a few hundred yards of 
this building — a line stretching from 
Newton in the seventeenth

material masse», according to a simple 
law.

gen
erally accepted views as to the origin 

— __ and development of suns with thelr de-
THE UNDULATORY THEORY OF pendent planetary systems; and the

gradual dissipation of the 
which during this process of

. . , „ , tration has largsly taken the form ofmost important form of aetton brtween Ilght and radlant heat Fo]lcw
its constituents was action at a dis- theory t0 ,tg obvlous conclusi and 
tance; the principle of the conserva- lt becomeg plain that the Etarg' now 
tion of energy was, in any general vigibly lncandescent are those ln mld_ 
form, undreamed of; electricity and journey between the nebulae from 
magnetism, though already the sub- whlch they sprang and the frozen 
Jecte ot Important Investigation, played darkness to which they are predestin- 
no great part ln the whole of things, ed. What, then, are we to think of 
nor was a diffused ether required to the invisible multitude of the heavenly 
complete the machinery of the uni- bodies in which the process has been 
verse. Within a few months, however, already completed? According to the 
of the date assigned for these deliver- ordinary view, we should suppose them 
ances of our hypothetical physicist, to be ln a state where all possibilities 
came an Addition to this general con- of Internal movement were exhausted, 
ceptlon of the world, destined pro- At the temperature of 
foundly to modify it. 
dred years ago Young opened, or re- be solid and inert; chemical aption and 
opened, the great controversy which molecular movement would be alike 
finally established the undulatory the- Impossible, and their exhausted energy 
ory of light, and -with lt a belief in an could obtain no replenishment unless 
Interstellar medium by which undula- they were suddenly rejuvenated by 
lions could be conveyed. But this dis- some celestial collision, or travelled 
covery Involved much more than the into other regiqns warmed by newer 

‘substitution of a theory of light which suns. This view must, however, be 
was consistent with the facts lor one profoundly modified if we accept the 
which was not, since here was the first electric theory of matter. We can no 
authentic introduction into the scien- longer hold that If the Internal energy 
tific world-picture of a new and pro- °f a sun were, as fai4 a's possible, con- 
diglous constituent — a constituent verted into heat, either by its contrac- 
which has altered, and Is still altering, tion under the stress of gravitation or 
the whole balance (so to speak )of the ЬУ chemical reactions between its ele- 
composition. Unending space, thinly ments, or by any other interatomic

force; and that, were the heat so gen
erated to be dissipated, as in time it

acrosspar- LIGHT. energy
concen- obscure intimations

In the universe as thus conceived the

the fact that the first of these two 
quite inconsistent views Is wholly 
based on the second. This is surely" 
something of a paradox. We claim to 
found all ou» scientiflo opinions on ex
perience; and the experience on which 
we found our theories of the physical 
universe is our sense-perception of 
that universe. That is experience; and 
in this region of belief there is no 
other. Yet the oonciusions which thus

The common concerned, has not b 
remote or abstract, t 
entai or "divine, ÿut about what men 
see and handle, abdht those "plain 
matters of fact" among which common- 
sense daily moves With lte iflost confi
dent step and most self-satisfied smlla. 
Presumably, hewever, tbte ja either be
cause too -direct a vision of physical 
reality was a hindrance^,*!0* a help, 
in the struggle for existence; because 
falsehood was more useful than truth; 
or else because with' зо imperfect a 
material ae living tteeue no better re
sults could be attached. But, if this 
conclusion b6 accepted, its conse
quences extend to other organs o£ 
knowledge besides those of perception. 
Not merely the senses, but the intel
lect, must be Judged by It; and it Is 
hard>to see Why evolution, which haa 
so lamentably failed to produce trust
worthy instruments for obtaining thei 
raw material of experience, should he 
credited with a larger treasure of suc
cess In Its provision of the physiologi
cal arrangements which condition rea
son in It» endeavors to turn experi
ence to account.

bridge have vied with one another In 
facilitating. the arrangements, so far 
as lt Is ln thelr power to do (so. 
Though this Is the fourth meeting of 
the association ln this town, it is forty- 
two years since the association last 
met here. Thus novelty haa added not 
a little to the appreciation of the pre
sent visit; but the fact that the presi
dent fer this year’s meeting is the 
prime minister, and one ot the most 
distinguished sons of the university, 
has given still further zest to the wel- 

Nor has it been 16ft out of ac
count that this to the first time upon 
which the ehalr of president of the as

hes been occupied 8y a 
during his' tenure ot office

I am

profess to be entirely founded upon ex
perience are to all appearance funda
mentally opposed to lt; our knowledge 
of reality Is based upon illusion, and 
the very conceptions we use to describ
ing it to others, or in thinking of It 
ourselves, are abstracted from anthor- 
pomorphic fancies, which science for
bids us to believe and Nature compels 
us to employ. We here touch the fringe 
of a series of problems with which to; 
ductlve logic ought to deal, but which 
that most unsatisfactory branch of 
philosophy has systematically ignored. 
This is no fault of men of science. 
They are occupied in the task of mak
ing discoveries, not ln that of analys
ing the fundamental presuppositions 
which the very possibility of making 
discoveries implies. Neither is it the 
fault of transcendental metaphysi
cians. Their speculations flourish on a 
different level of thought; their inter
est in a philosophy of nature is luke
warm; and howsoever the questions In 
which they are chiefly concerned be 
answered. It is by no means certain 
that the answers will leave the 
humbler difficulties at which I have 
hinted either nearer to or further from 
a solution. But though men of science 
and idealists stand acquitted, the 
same can hardly be said of empirical 
philosophers. So far from solving the 
problem, they seem scarcely to have 
understood that there was a problem 
to be solved. Led astray by a miscon
ception to which I have already 
ferred, believing that science was 
eemed only with (so called) "phenom
ena," that it had done all that it could 
be asked to do if it accounted for the 
sequence of our individual sensations, 
that it was concerned only with the 
"laws of Nature," and not with the 
Inner character of physical reality- 
disbelieving, indeed, that any such 
physical reality does in truth exist, it 
has never felt called upon seriously to 
consider what are the actual. methods 
by which science attains its results, 
and how those methods are to be justi
fied.

examination. Their plain message is 
disbelieved, and the investigating 
judge does not pause until a confession 
in harmony with his preconceived,|deas 
has, if possible, been wrung from 'their 
reluctant evidence. This proceeding 
needs neither explanation nor deience 
in those cases where there is an ap
parent contradiction between the utter
ances of experience in different con
nections. Such contradictions must of 
course be reconciled, and science can
not rest until the reconciliation is ef
fected. The difficulty really arises 
when experience apparently says one 
thing and scientific instinct persists in 
saying another. Two such cases I 
have already mentioned; others will 
easily he found by those who care to 
seek. What is the origin of this In
stinct, and what its value; whether lt 
be a mere prejudice to be brushed 
aside, or a clue which no wise man 
would disdain to follow, I cannot now 
discuss. For other questions there are, 
not new, yet raised in an acute form 
by these most modern views of matter, 
on which I would ask your indulgent 
attention for yet a few moments.

interstellar
About a bun- space their constituent elements would

century,
through Cavendish In the eighteenth, 
through Young, Stokes, Maxwell, in 
the nineteenth, through Kelvin, who 
embodies an epoch in himself, down to 
Rayleigh, Larmor, J. J. Thomson and 
the scientific school _
Cavendish Laboratory, whose physical 
speculations bid fair to render the clos
ing years of the old century and the 
opening years of the new as nqf&ble as 
the greatest which have preceded 
them.

centred in the
come.

eoclation
statesman 
as prime minister.

T^ie desire to hear Mr. Balfour"» ad
dress wae so great amongst members, 
visitors and residents, that the com ex
change, whloh is the largest building 
in Cambridge, was crowded long be
fore the time for the proceedings to 
begin. The exchange is an Immense 
oblong structure, but by placing the 
platform in the middle, instead of at 
one ot the ends, the best possible 

had been taken that the au
dience should be brought within reach 
of Mr. Balfour's voice, whilst as befit
ted a learned body like the British 
Association, the resources of science, 
in the provision of a sounding board, 
and a temporary hanging root of sa
teen, were effectively employed to Im
prove the acoustic pfopertiee ot the 
meeting place. In other respects the 
exchange had been well adapted tor 
the meeting. Mr. Balfour entered the 
exchange at about half-past eigh 
o’clock, accompanied by the outgoing 

Sir Norman Lockyer. He 
cordially received.

with an apolo-

THE UNALTERABLE FAITH OF 
SCIENCE.

strewn with suns and satellites, made 
or in the making, supplied sufficient 
material for the mechanism of the must be> through infinite space, its

whole energy would be exhausted. On 
the contrary, the amount thus lost 
would be absolutely insignificant com
pared with what remained stored up 
within the separate atoms. The system 
in its corporate capacity would be
come bankrupt — the wealth of its 
individual constituents would be 
scarcely diminished. They would lte 
side by side, without movement, with
out- chemical affinity; y»t each one, 
however inert in its external relations 
the theatre of violent motions and of

Now, what is the task which these 
men, and their illustrious fellow-labor
ers out of all lands, have set them
selves to accomplish? To what end led 
these "new and fruitful conceptions” 
to which I have just referred? It is 
often described as the discovery of the 
"laws of connecting phenomena." But 
this is certainly a misleading, and in 
my opinion a very inadequate, account 
of the subject. To begin with, it is 
not only Inconvenient, but confusing, 
to describe as “phenomena" things 
which do not appear, which never have 
appeared, and which never 
to beings so poorly provided 
selves with the apparatus of sense per
ception. But apart from this, which is 
a linguistic error too deeply rooted to 
be easily exterminated, is it not most 
Inaccurate In substance to say that a 
knowledge of nature’s laws is all 
seek when investigating nature? The 
physicist looks for something 
than what, by any stretch of langu
age can be described as “co-existence" 
and “eequences"
"phenomena." He seeks for something 
deeper than-the laws connecting pos
sible objects of experience. His object 
is physical reality: a reality which may 
or may not be capable of direct percep
tion, a reality which is in any case in
dependent of it; a reality which consti
tutes the permanent 
that physical universe with which our 
immediate empirical connection 1» so 
light and so deceptive, 
reality exists, though 
have doubted, Is the unalterable faith 
of science; and were that faith per 
Impossible to perieh under the 
saults of critical speculation, science, 
as men of science usually conceive lt, 
would perish likewise. If this be so, 
if one of the task» of science, and more 
particularly of physics, is to frame a 
conception of the physical universe in 
its inner reality, then any attempt to 
compare the different modes in which, 
at different epochs of scientific develop
ment, this intellectual picture has been 
drawn, cannot fail to suggest questions 
of the deepest Interest. True, I am 
precluded from dealing with such of 
these questions as are purely philo
sophical by the character of this oc
casion, and with such of them as are 
purely scientific by my own incom
petence. But some there may be suf
ficiently near the dividing line to in
duce fhe specialists who rule by right 
on either side of it to view with for
giving eyes any trespasses into their 
legitimate domain which I may be 
tempted during the next few minutes, 
to comriiit. Let me, then, endeavor to 
compare the outlines of two such pic
tures, of which the first may be taken 
to represent the view» prevalent to
wards the end of the eighteenth cen
tury, a little more than a hundred 
years from the publication of Newton’s 
"Prlricipia," and, roughly speaking, 
about midway between the epoch- 
making date and the present moment. 
I suppose that if at that period the 
average man of science had been ask
ed to sketch Ms general conception of 
the phjeltSa.1 universe, he "would prob
ably hare said that It essentially con

sorts of ponderable 
In dlfferebt aspects 

» of- chemical affinity

NATURAL SCIENCE.
heavens as conceived by Laplace. Un
ending space filled with a continuous 
medium was a very different affair, 
and gave promise of strange develop
ments. It could not be supposed that 
the ether, if its reality were once ad
mitted, existed only to convey through 
interstellar

Considerations like these, unless 1 
have compressed them beyond tha 
limits ot intelligibility, do undoubtedly 
suggest a certain inevitable incoher
ence in any general science of thought 
which Is built out of materials provlfl- 

,ed by natural science alone.Extend 
the boundaries of knowledge as you 
may; draw how you will the picture 
of the universe; reduce its infinite 
variety to the modes of a single space
filling ether: retrace its history- to the 
birth of existing atoms; show how 
under the pressure of gravitation the " 
become concentrated into nebulae, into 
suns, and all the host of heaven; how, 
at least in one small planet, they con- 
bined to form organic compounds: hnw 
organic compounds became livin'; 
things; how living things, develop!ntj 
along many different lines, gave birth 
at last to one superior race; how fro: i 
this race arose, after many ages, 
learned handful, who looked round o:i 
the world which thus blindly brought 
them Into being, and Judged it. an-} 
knew it for what lt was—perfo m, j! 
say, all this, and, though you mry In; 
deed have attained to science, in r.ty 
wise will you have attained to a se№ 
sufficing system of beliefs. One thine 
at least will remain, of which this 
long-drawn sequence of causes ana 
effects gives no satisfying explanation^ 
and that Is knowledge itself. Notin' 
science must ever regard knotvleiio) 
as the product of irrational condition.1', 
for In the last resort it knows 
others. It must always regot f 
knowledge as rational, or else всієї: Iі 
Itself disappears. In addition, tht - 
fore, to the difficulty ot extract t 
from experience beliefs which ex

means

regions
which happen to stimulate the optic 
nerve of man. Invented originally to 
fulfil this function, to this lt could 
never be confined.

the vibrations
AN EXAMINATION OF THE NEW 

VIEWS.
That these new views diverge violent
ly from those suggested by ordinary 
observation is plain enough. No scien
tific education is likely to make us, ln 
our unrefleetive moments, regard the 
solid earth on which we stand, or the 
organized bodies with which our ter
restrial fate is so intimately bound up, 
as consisting wholly of electric monads 
very sparsely scattered through the 
spaces which these fragments of mat
ter are, by a violent metaphor, de
scribed as "occupying.” Not less plain 
is it that an almost equal divergence 
is to be found between these new 
theories and that modification of the 
common-sense view of matter with 
which science has ln the main been 
content to work. What was this modi
fication of common-sense? It is rough
ly indicated by an old philospohic dis
tinction drawn between what were 
called the “primary” and the "sec
ondary” qualities of matter. The 
primary qualities, such as shape and 
mass, were supposed to possess an ex- 
ltence quite Independent of the ob- 
erver; and so far the theory agreed 
with common-sense. The secondary 
qualities, on the other hand, such as 
warmth and color, were thought to 
have no such independent existence, 
being, indeed, no more than the result
ants due to the action of the primary 
qualities on our organs of sense-per
ception; and here, no doubt, common- 
sense and theory parted company. You 
need not fear that I am going to drag 
you into the controversies with which 
this theory is historically connected. 
They have left abiding traces on more 
than one system of philosophy. They 
fere not yet solved. In the course of 
them the very possibility of an Inde
pendent physical universe has seemed 
to melt away under the solvent powers 
of critical analysis. But with all this 
I am not now concerned. I do not

And accordingly,
a» everyone now know», things which, powerful lnternal forces. Or put the 
from the point of view of sense percep- same thought fn Bnother form. When 
*ion, are as distinct as light and rad- the Budden appearance of some new 
tant heat, and things to which sense gtar ln the telescopic field gives notice 
•perception makes no response, like the to ^hc astronomer that he — and, per- 
eleetnc waves of wireless telegraphy, haps, ln the whole universe, he alone— 
intrinsically differ, not in kind, but to ;a witnessing the conflagration of a 
(magnitude alone. This, however, is not world, the tremendous forces by which 
all. If we Jump over the century iwhich this far-off tragedy is being accom- 
separates 1804 from 1904, and attempt plished must surely move iris awe. Yet 
*o give in outline the world-picture as 
,it now present» itself to some leaders

can appear 
as our-

re-
con-

president,
wewas very

Mr. Balfour began 
getic reference to the fact that he was 
about to foUow the Invariable practice 
of his predecessors by reading his ad
dress. He was not sure that in so do
ing he was serving either the interests 
of his audience or his own, but, in any 
case, he would do his best—an intima
tion which wae received with general 

The address occupied about 
It was, therefore,

more

not only would the members *>f each 
separate atomic system pursue their 

tpf contemporary speculation, we shall relative course unchanged, while the 
"find that ln the Interval lt has been atoms themselves were thus riven vio- 
modified, not merely by such far- lently apart in flaming vapor, but the 
reachipg discoveries as the atomic and forces by which such a world is shat- 
molecular composition of ordinary mat- tered are really negligible compared 
ter, the kinetic theory of gases, and with those by which each atom of It 
the laws of the conservation and dissi- is held together, 
ipation of energy, but by the more and 
more important part whloh electricity 
and the ether occupy in any represen
tation of ultimate physical reality.

between so-called

applause, 
seventy minutes.

of the shortest ot the presidential 
addresses of recent years, some of 
them having exceeded two hours ln 
delivery. Mr. Balfour accomplished his 
task with comparative ease. He show
ed no signs of the fatigue which a 
long parliamentary session might have 
been expected to cause. His voice was 
clear, musical and penetrating, and his 
general manner vivacious. It is hardly 
possible to give to the reading ot a 
philosophic and scientific discourse the 
appearance of extemporaneous deltv- 

Mr. Balfour faced the fact

one
mechanism of THE FEEBLER FORCES OF NA

TURE.
INDUCTIVE THEORY.

If anyone, for example, will take up 
Mill’s logic, with Its "sequences and 
co-existences between phenomena,” its 
“method of difference," its “method of 
agreement," and the rest; if he will 
then compare the actual doctrines of 
science with this version of the mode 
in which those doctrines have been 
arrived at, he will soon be convinced 
of the exceedingly thin intellectual 
fare which has been hitherto served 
out to us under the Imposing title of 
inductive theory. There is an added 
emphasis given to these reflections by 
a train of thought which has long in
terested me, though I acknowledge that 
it never seems to have Interested 
one else.

That such a 
philosophers

In common, therefore, with all other 
living things, we seem to be practically 
concerned chiefly with the feebler 

Electricity was no more to the nat- forces of Nature, and with energy in 
ural philosophers in the year 1700 than its least powerful manifestations. Che- 
the hidden cause of an insignificant mical affinity and cohesion are on this 
phenomenon. It was known, and had theory no more than the slight resid- 
long been known, that such things as Ual effects of the internal electrical 
amber and glass could be made to at- forces which keep the atom in being, 
tract light objects brought into their Gravitation, though it be the shaping 
neighborhood, yet it was about 60 force which concentrates nebulae into 
years before the effects of electricity organized systems of suns and satel- 
were perceived in the thunderstorm, lites, is trifling compared with the at- 
It was about 100 years before it was tractions and repulsions with which 
detected to the form of a current. It we are familia r between electrically- 
was about 120 years before it was con- charged bodies; while these again sink 
nected with magnetism, about 170 years Into insignificance beside the attractions 
before it was connected with light and and repulsions between the electric 
ethereal radiation.

PROGRESS OF ELECTRICITY.

r»
as-

!ence contradicts, we are confie 
with the difficulty of harmonii-i - 
the pedigree of our beliefs with tht-!;' 
title 
cessful

ery.
squarely, and did not make the at
tempt.
faultless. The matter of the address 
was very generally pronounced to be 
admirable in Its simplicity and orderly 
arrangement; but it was remarked 
that Mr. Baltour did no^ take sufficient 
account of the work done in Germany 
and ln America in relation to the sub
ject dealt with, and that his natural 
partiality for his own university seem
ed to have caused him unduly to ap
praise the work of Cambridge. A few 
of the personal references in the ad
dress, notably that to Lord Kelvin, 
Were well appreciated by the audience.

His reading, however, was
to authority. The more si: 1

in explain! !■ :
more doubt 1

we are
their origin the 
cast on their validity. The 
Imposing seems the scheme of ■ ' 
Ufa know, the more difficult it is 1 
discover by what ultimate criteria 
claim to know it. Here, however, 
touch the frontier beyond which ; "
sical science possesses no jurisdictu • 
If the obscure and difficult reg 1

ш Hany-
Observe, then, that in order 

of logic sense-perceptions supply the 
premises from which 
knowledge of the physical world- It is 
they which tell

But today there monads themselves. we draw ourThe irregular
are those who regard gross matter, molecular movements which constitute 
the matter of everyday experience, as heat, on which the very possibility of 
the mere appearance of which eledtrlo-

us there is a phy
sical world; it is on their authority that 
we learn its character. But in order 
of causation they are effects due (in

propose to ask what proof we have Л°C0-2Slt^tl°n 0t °ur or"
that an external world exists or how of sen3e- What we see dependstnat an external world exists, or now, not merely on what th ^ t b
if it does exist, we are are able to ob- but Qn Qur g 15 to De
tain cognizance of it. These may be pendg not щеге,у Qn
questions very proper to be asked by hear but on our e eyes and
philosophy; but they are not proper еаю and aU a mechanism of per-

ЬЄ “ked У J” T‘ ceptlon’ have- ^ we know, been evoîv-
logicaily, they are antecedent to sci- ed ln ug ^ QUr b p;ogep"tJra by
ence, and we must reject the eceptlcal the alow operatl<>n , паР ® я“°^Іоп
answers to both ot them before physt- ,w w1lat troe of seLe percep ton 
cal science become» possible at all. ^ ^ courge 
My present purpose require» me to do lectuai powers which 
no more than observe that, be this erect upon the fra|, ^ nariw „ 
theory of the Primary and secondary. form which sense-perception provides, 
qualities of matter good or bad, it is the proud fabric of the sciences. Now. 
the one on which science has in the natural selection works through utll- 
main proceeded. It was with matter ,ty. It encourage, aptitude» useful to 
thus conceived that Newton experl* thelr possessor or his species in the 
mented. To it he appRed his laws of struggle for existence, and, tor a simt- 
motion; of It-he predieted universal iar reason, it ia apt to dteoourage use- 
gravitation. N hr was the case greatly ]eaa aptitudes
altered when «*enee became as m«ch *they may be from other pointe of view 
preoccupied wAh the movements of ^ecaufjfi being useieae, they are prob- 
moleenfes aq t it was -with those of <biy burdtosome. But lt to certain 
plane*». For molecules and atoms* fi®t our powers of self-perception 
Whatever else might be said of them, Land ot caieutMton were fuUy develop- 
wcre-ent least piece» ot matter^-an** еД ages bel*» they wee* effectively

organic life seems absolutely to hang, 
ity is the physical basis;- who think and in whose transformations applied 
that the elementary atom of the cliem- science is at present so largely con- 
ist. Itself far beyond the limits of cemed, cannot rival the kinetic energy 
direct perception. Is but a connected stored within
Bystem of monads or sub-atoms which selves. This prodigious mechanism 
are not electrified matter, but are elec- seems outside the range of our lmme- 
trlcity itself; that these systems dlf- diate interesta We live, so to speak, 
fer in the number of monads which merely on its fringe. It has for us no 
they contain, in their arrangement, promise of utilitarian value. It will 
and In thelr motto» relative to each not drive our mills; we cannot harness 
other and to the ether; that on these lt to our trains. Yet not less on that 
^differences, and on these differences account does it stir the intellectual 
alone, depends the various quantities Imagination. The starry heavens have 
ot what have hitherto been regarded from time immemorial moved the 
as indivisible and elementary atoms; ship or the wonder of mankind. But it 
and that while ln most cases these the dust beneath our feet be indeed 
atomic systems may maintain their compounded of innumerable systems, 
Equilibrium for periods which, compar- whoee elements are ever in the moat 
ed with such astronomical processes as rapid motion, yet retain through un- 
the cooling of a sun. may seem almost counted ages their equilibrium un- 
etetnal, they are not less obedient to shaken, we can hardly deny that the 
the law of change than the everlast- marvels we directly see are not more 
tog heavens themselves. But if gross worthy of admiration than those which 
Blatter be a grouping of atoms, and recent discoveries have enabled us 
if.atorns be syetema^qf electrkyl mon- dimly to surmise. Now, whether tl* 
■ua. what are thee* electrical monads? main outlines of the wosid-plCtere 
It may be that, a» Professor Larmor which I have Just imperfectly preseot- 
hae Suggested, they are but a media- ed to you be destined to survive, or 
сягіоц of- the universal ether, * modi- whether to their two they are to be ob-

.which lies beyond is to be survey 
and made accessible, philosophy, r a 
science must undertake the task- -1 
is no business of this society. We m?i'l 
here to promote the cause of knowlefi ! 
in one of its great divisions; we si' 1 
not help it by confusing the Hu 1 
which usefully separate one divv- 
from another, 
thought that I have disregarded r ' 
own precept—that I have wilfully о л;'- 
stepped the ample bounds within which 
the searchers Into Nature cam o:' 
their labors. If it be so I can only t- 
your forgiveness. My first desire 
been to rouse in those who like rn;"1 
self, are no specialists ln physics, 

/Вате absorbing interest which I feel 
what is surely the most far-reaohiu* 
speculation about the physical universe 
which has ever claimed expérimenta 
support; and if in so doing I M"v’ 

і been tempted to hint my own persona- 
1 opinion that as natural science grew 
it leans more, not less, upon an idea-' 
istlo Interpretation of the universe, 
even those who least agree may. per' 
haps, be prepared to nor-ton..—Londo 

- Standard,

the molecules them-
seen.

What we hear de-i THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.

Mr. Balfour said: The meetings of 
this great society have for the most 
part been held to crowded centres of 
population, where our surroundings 
never permit us to forget, were such 
forgetfulness in any case possible, bow 
close to the tie that binds- modern sci
ence to modem Industry, the abstract 
researches ot the student to the labors 
of the inventor and the'mechemtc. This, 
no doubt, la ae lt should be. The -in
terdependence of theory and practice 
cannot be ignored without Inflicting in
jury on both, and be to but a poor 
friend to either who undervalues thelr 
mutual co-operation. Yet, after all, 
since the British, Associagton exists for 
the advancement of sc

1 іIt may perhaps

also true of the intel- 
enable us to

wor-

t:,-3
in

stBd of vai 
matter, eoat however Interestingthfe 1r,un

l4**> ti is weU temperature, hut through every
that,new and again wefshouM- choose пгіЦиімп*оеЄІ obedi^t4to toe laws of 
our plane of gatiwihlteln some spot- motion, atwaye retaining its inass tm- 
where eolence rather toe» Re appUoe^ changée, sod exerdring at all dis- 
ttone, knowledge, not otiety, era -the tanras afivti of--teâaactlon ou other

*
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Something Al 

Visitim

' (Toron ti
Mot only becausf 

oh arch dignitary in 
on account of his 
brilliant career, will 
•on be warmly 
Dr. Davidson, who I 
ef all England tol 
tomes with a sériel 
not on a mere holid 
reason his stay w| 
might be expected J 
end responsibilities] 
the present time J 
Visiting Quebec, Mo] 
ronto and other ead 
be the guest of Bti 
beny, and Bishop 1J 
chueetts. In Octobl 
central figure at tH 
conference in Bostq 
Will return to Loud 
does not expect tq 
Chicago, St. Louis d 
les, urgently as he 1 
do so. It is intim] 
early date, that his | 
a second visit in a j 
his present trip had 
Is expected.

f

we

, UNION OF ALL

We cannot vou :h| 
of the statement, ti 
every appearance of 
underlying reason l| 
visit to Canada ami] 
is his great desire fl
Ward the union a 

’English-speaking
world over, 
terbury, whose fingf 
llgtoas pulse of the 
mpst other people, tl 
the minor difference! 
and lesser Protesta 
will be forgotten, an 
ism, like Roman Ca 
come one organic wl 
porate body. Dr. D 
aware of the loss < 
bear while Protestai 
divided among their 
ambition, we are to! 
play a prominent par 
tion of the churchei 
much of his sangui 
that he looks for gre 
events in his own lil

The

A FRIEND OF

Any action Dr. Dai 
any statement he md 
to have the support 
English church as a 1 
Edward VIL, betwee 
archbishop the most ] 
have long existed, 
years as spiritual a] 
Victoria gave many 
the growth of that | 
both men prize, 
ministered the last rii 
to the dytog Queen, I 
hie duty to prepare I 
cf the younger memtj 
family for confirmatiJ 
paolty he bore the til 
Of the Closet.” It is I 
functionary to stand a 
king or queen during 
and remove any doul 
arise in hla or her я 
stiiritùal matters. Nbj 
torla nor King EdwaJ 
Dr. Davidson to stand 
chair tor this purposd 
of them, it'із needless! 
away the time in fril 
tion with the Clerk d 
was the unholy custom 
ot the Georges. I
NOT AN “ORNAMESsj

Archbishop Davidso] 
ye*re old, and in apd 
thing but portentous, I 
story of 'a young lady ] 
his portrait, on which] 
"His Office, the ArcijH 
marked innocently, “Ti] 
Archbishop; but where 
Apert fi-om lïts strong, | 
there Is not much ins 
about Randall Thomas] 
to quite aware of the] 
not appear to be great» 
lt. On one occasion, al 
tog, a speaker wishing 
tion to Dr. Davidson’s] 
Seal, declared that he ] 
liamental bishop." A « 
the recipient of this I 
veeded the unconscious | 
Ûienee, and ln the lau] 
loWed Dr. Davidson j 
After this one need nq 
to learn that the pres] 
of Canterbury is a broj 
érant gentleman, with a 
humor.

Леї

IS BROAD-MINDED 
ANT.

Commenting on this 
tache, in the New Yorl 
Wrote of him:

“This he shows by th 
tions which he entertj 
clergy of different reTigl 
tions. He was a warn] 
friend of the late ('ага 
and has, when in Scot 
attended Presbyterian 1 
even filled Presbyterian 
be Is the president of 
S-agland Temperance Bo 
a total abstainer, but j 
use of alcoholic Ьеует 
Moderation. Yet—tfierc 
how living Who 
eood service in behalf c 
temperance in England, 
•Bros tn its behalf whk 
jtod championed in the 
» 1901 led to the enactm 
°tl«»Bl Inebriates law, w 
*h operation only since 
of last year, haa done 
*toount of good."

was Dr. Davidson w 
*he benediction at the # 
**>», for whom he had г 
admiration, and whose » 
Suently went to hear. I 
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